Taking Medicine and Reading
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CLB 2L

Module Pack with Plan, Activities,
Goals, Real-world Assessment Tasks,
and Learner Reflection

Notes to the teacher: The following module plan is intended to be carried out over a period of 25 classroom
hours as a minimum. Based on a class that meets for 2.5 hours a day five days a week, this means two
weeks. Plan to spend at least 12.5 hours activating the schemata and prior learning, reviewing body and
health terms and concepts, building new vocabulary, and building skills using the free literacy resource
HandsOn! : a Collection of ESL Literacy Activities developed by the Halifax Immigrant Learning Centre, pp.
12.i - 12.21. You may wish to break down that chapter, entitled What’s the Matter, into two weeks with initial
focus on reviewing describing symptoms You will move on to the sub-topic of taking medicine when learners
are showing confidence with the foundational skills. Always be led by your learners. Let them guide the pace.
In the following 12.5 hours, which is the focus of this module, learners will begin to apply new skills and newly
acquired vocabulary to the real-world tasks of communicating with a pharmacist and reading medicine labels.
To execute this module in a classroom, you will need: realia, such as empty over-the-counter and prescription
medicine containers with original labels intact (names can be obliterated); a set of measuring cups and a set
of measuring spoons--ideally with Imperial and metric markings; one set of mini highlighters per student or
pair of students; a copy of HandsOn! and a small message pad to use as prescriptions in role plays. You will
also need large photos or illustrations of breakfast, lunch, dinner and bedtime to put on the board as well as
smaller versions of those images cut out for students to use in pairs or individually at their desks. Round
magnets work well on a magnetic white board to represent number of pills to be taken. Even more tangible
would be packs of Rockets, mini M & Ms and Good ‘n’ Plenty for skill-building TPR activities (T says “Amir,
take one tablet with breakfast.” Amir takes a Rocket, shows everyone that he has only ONE Rocket and not
an M&M nor a Good ‘n’ Plenty, points the the photo of breakfast on the class timeline or on his desk, and eats
the Rocket; Ss with dietetic restrictions pretend to eat, toss candy in the garbage).
Step-by-step lesson plans have not been provided here because the author believes strongly that no two
classes or groups of learners can be taught in the same manner. Teaching is an art, not a paint-by-numbers
skill that can be trained. Rather, the author presumes that the executing teacher has a solid grasp of best
practices for teaching learners with interrupted formal education, such as are laid out in A Practical Guide to
Teaching ESL Literacy by Bow Valley College. Knowledge of James Asher’s Total Physical Response method
will also be beneficial.
Suggested script for “At the Pharmacy” listening task:
Write your name and the date at the top of the paper (2 pts)
1) Take two tablets every day with food. (2 pts)
2) Take two tablets in the morning and one tablet before bed. (2 pts)
3) Take one tablet every day with water. Plenty of water! (2 pts)
4) Take two tablets every evening. (2 pts - one for ticking 2 tabs and 1 for not ticking anything else)
No copyright protected images have been used in this module pack. Images have been taken from Pixabay.com, a paid
subscription to thenounproject.com, paid subscription to ESLlibrary.com, or were created by the author and are shared
here under a Creative Commons BY-NC-SA 4.0 International license.

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Notes to the Teacher

Activities to Use Throughout the Module
Start with a hook to intrigue and engage learners. Remind students they voted for this topic in the
needs assessment. Activate prior knowledge. Brainstorm what students already know, terms and
concepts they already own from their lives before Canada and from prior modules, including body
parts, describing ailments and symptoms, and the content of the “What’s the Matter?” unit in
HandsOn! Take as many hours or days as necessary to ensure learners are comfortable with
prerequisite language before introducing this Taking Medicine module.
In introducing the new and recycled vocabulary needed for the Taking Medicine module, use
Total Physical Response (TPR) and realia in many different ways. Provide many opportunities for
learners to hear the vocabulary before introducing the new terms in writing. For example, pass
realia and/or images around the room or give each pair a set of images / flashcards. Teacher
says, “Show me tablespoon. Show me cup.” Once all learners can match text to images or circle /
point to the right written word on the board and have had lots of oral practice, you may wish to
use the vocabulary labeling worksheet included in this package.
Consider also using the peer survey early in the week to activate the schemata and build oral /
aural familiarity with language before expecting learners to read or write much. Be sure to spend
enough time revising the useful phrases at the bottom of the peer survey sheet before expecting
learners to be able to use them with each other. This could mean chain drills for 15-20 minutes
twice a day for two days before learners are turned loose with the peer survey.
***
A good resource to help learners build skills around the genre of medicine labels, their layout and
formatting, is English in Vancouver’s video and gap fill exercise found here:
https://englishinvancouver.blogspot.com/2013/02/reading-prescription-label.html

By the end of the module, learners may even be ready to listen to these patient-pharmacist
conversations: http://englishinvancouver.blogspot.com/2012/08/picking-up-prescriptions-linc-224.html. It
can boost learners’ confidence a lot when they hear these are LINC level 2 videos! See how
many details they can catch as you play the video a few times and pause between them. This
also makes a good extension activity for computer lab day, if you have one.
Before expecting learners to attempt practice runs or the eventual reading assessment task, pull
up one then another medicine label on the projector board and use realia brought from home.
Give learners lots of practice locating doctor’s name, patient name, pharmacy name and phone
number, expiry date, and so on. TPR commands can include: “Circle the doctor’s name; underline
the pharmacy phone number, put a check by the expiry date.”
An excellent way to solidify the language acquired in this module is to follow it with a week spent
with a Language Experience Approach book made from photos of students posing with their own
medications or teacher’s realia. Students will gain practice writing sentences and can build
reading fluency throughout the week in peer reading circles, etc.
Kelly

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Suggested Activities

Theme: Health
1.

Topics: Taking medicine, medicine labels, at the pharmacy
NUMERACY

RWT goals are on learner goal sheet
that follows.

2.

Competencies

3.

Competency statements

4.

Indicators of ability

CLB: 2L
Identifies whole numbers, fractions;
demonstrates awareness of measurement
concepts, time concepts

LISTENING

SPEAKING

CLB: 1 +

CLB: 1 +

Interacting with Others: Acknowledges
courtesy formulas, responds appropriately

Interacting with Others: Uses courtesy
formulas during role plays.

Comprehending Instructions: Demonstrates
understanding through actions

Getting Things Done: confirm pharmacist’s
instructions, ask for clarification through simple
echoing
Sharing Information: give personal info at
pharmacy, spell name, answer yes / no

READING

WRITING

Target CLB: 2L

Target CLB: 2L

Comprehending Instructions: Finds on label
how many / how much to take and whether or
not with food, water.

Reproducing information: Copies names,
dates, telephone number using proper
conventions.

Getting Things Done: Identifies purpose of
text with support of contextual clues.
Comprehending Information: Get information
from moderately complex formatted text
(medicine label).

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Module Plan

Theme: Health

Topics: Taking medicine, medicine labels, at the pharmacy
NUMERACY

Language Focus

whole numbers for pill quantities
vocabulary for measures: cup, teaspoon
½, ¼, ¾, = half, quarter, three quarters
abbreviations Tbsp. tsp. ml,

LISTENING

SPEAKING

Hi, How can I help you? You’re welcome, bye.

Use appropriate courtesy formulas with
pharmacist: Hello. Thank you, bye.

Take one, take two, take with food, take with
water, take them all until they are finished, etc.
Please wait. It will be 15 minutes. Spell your
name.

My doctor gave me this. (hand over px slip)
Ask questions to confirm understanding: take
two? Take with food? I understand.

Do you have insurance?
Any more questions?
If you think of more questions, call your doctor.
Do you understand?

Provide personal information such as name
and address spelled, show proof of any
coverage (ODSP, OW, etc.) in role plays with
teacher as pharmacist.

See vocabulary below in READING.

READING

WRITING

Vocabulary: tablespoon, teaspoon, capsule,
tablet, pharmacy, medicine, take, half, drops,
dropperful, phone number, label, prescription.

Demonstrates awareness of conventions
relating to capitalization, abbreviation,
formatting of phone numbers and dates.

Finds own name, doctor’s name, pharmacy
phone number, expiry date, etc. on label.

Printing is legible with good spacing.

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Module Plan

Name:

Date:

Taking Medicine
Real-world task goals:

Understand how to take the
medicine and how much.

Ask questions: “How much do I
take?” “With food?”

Find information on
the medicine label

Copy doctor’s name, pharmacy
phone number.
Taking Medicine CLB 2L - My Learning Goals

Pharmacy Labels Activity 1 - Vocabulary - Test your knowledge

Name:

Date:

519-555-2222
1

2

3

4

5

6

tablespoon
tablets

teaspoon
pharmacy

capsules
phone number

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Vocabulary Activity front page

Pharmacy Labels Activity 1 continued - Vocabulary - Test your knowledge

7

8

9

10

11

12

needpix.com

drops
patient

dropperful
take

prescription
medicine

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Vocabulary Activity back page

Name:

Date:

Talk to a classmate.

Ask:
How do you spell your name?

in the morning
every day
with lunch

before bed

Do you take
medicine?

with breakfast

when my head hurts
Yes, I do.

When?

with dinner
in the evening

No, I don’t.

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Peer Survey for Oral Practie

sometimes

Name:

Date:

At the pharmacy

Practice with your teacher.
Practice with a partner.

A: Hello. Can I help you?
B: Yes. Can you fill this?
A: Yes. It will take about 15 minutes.
B: Okay.
---A: Mr. / Ms. _____________?
B: Yes?
A: Here is your medicine. Take one every morning and
one before bed. Take it with food.
B: Two every day? One in the morning, one before bed?
A: Yes. With food.
B: Okay, thank you.
A: You’re welcome. Bye.
B: Bye.
Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Pharmacy Role Play

Pharmacy Labels Assessment 1 - Understanding directions in taking medicine

Name:

Date:
At the Pharmacy

Competency: Following Instructions CLB 2L
Listen and check the boxes to show your ability to understand these
directions.

1
2
3
4

My score:
/100
0-49% = beginning
50% - 69% = developing
70% - 100% = achieved

Self-assessment
This was:
easy

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Listening Assessment

so-so

difficult

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Practice and Assessment Labels

Name: _______________________

Date: _______________________

Medicine Label
Competency: Reproducing Information
Directions: Look at the medicine label your teacher has given you.
Copy the information.

1.

Doctor’s name:

2.

Patient’s name:

3.

Pharmacy telephone number:

4.

Expiry date:

5.

How many do you take?

Uses capital letters on names

/20

Writes phone number correctly

/20

Writes date correctly

/20

Writes legibly with good spacing

/20

Few copying mistakes

/20

Total

/100

My results

0-49 = beginning
50-69 = developing
70+ = achieved

Teacher: remember that this is a writing assessment, not a reading assessment. It is okay to help the
class with the reading portion verbally and by pointing.

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Writing Assessment

Name: _______________________

Date: _______________________

Medicine Label
Competency: Getting Things Done

CLB 2L

Look at the label your teacher has given you. Mark each part
of the label with a different colour. Your teacher will do the first
one together with the class.

1. Expiry date - PURPLE
2. Doctor’s name - YELLOW
3. Pharmacy telephone number - PINK
4. How many do you take? - GREEN
5. Refills - BLUE
6. Medicine name - ORANGE
My results:

/6

0 - 2 = Beginning
3 - 4 = Developing
5 - 6 = Achieved

Self-assessment:
This was
easy

so-so

difficult

Teacher: the task is to read the LABEL. You may help students understand the questions by reading
them aloud.
Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Reading Assessment

Pharmacy Labels Bonus Activity - Vocabulary Reinforcement with quick sight reading
practice

FREE

drops
dropperful
tablets
capsules
refill
expiry
how
many

take
one
two
before
with
after
food
bed

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Vocab reinforcement activity for all four skills

patient
pharmacy
drug
store
prescription
doctor
medicine
telephone

Name:

Date:

Learning Log (Reflection)
What I Can Do Now

Taking Medicine CLB 2L - Learner Reflection

